characteristic is not his Ivy League at-
titude nor his wit with women, but his depth of understanding of the basic con-
cepts of science, engineering and the hu-
manities. More, the successful student who has acquired social and civic re-
ponsibility, taste for the excellent things in life, and the spirit of leadership which has kept MIT in its top position in the world of education and research.

The particular emphasis on the student's develop-
ment are up to the individual. He may
enjoy athletics, politics, newswriting or music; he may major in physics or in econo-

mics, major in a management career or a pre-med student. Awareness of the variety of careers, and the realization of the importance of indi-

dividual accomplishment will help the stu-
dent to create his own 'MIT image.'

Activity finances

The recent history of one well-establish-
ed campus organization re-emphasizes the

necessity of accurate and thorough

record-keeping. An annual turnover of

cash in one sectional.

It is clear that because of the diversi-

ties in size and directions of our activities, a

more standard, right system of book-

keeping could be appropriate. It is now

within the powers of the Finance Board to

not require presentation of any

necessary for exploitation, irresponsibility,
or petty politics. The annual turnover

of extension groups have been offensive to stu-
dents and administration alike.

Of course, around the campus there are plenty of images to conform to —

fraternity images, activities images, polit-

cal images, etc. The student himself will

provide the key to success at any

particular man. Recent magazine at-
ttempts to classify all MIT students under

one heading have been offensive to stu-
dents and administration alike.
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The MIT Bridge Club has the podi-

um of the first tournament it

sponsored from the Swedish Charitable Society for

African Children, and which is the latest

extension of the "Acquaintance Dance?" on

5 to 12 Friday. Admission is 50 cents.

Two other mixers also are

scheduled for Friday. Garfield

Junior College will hold one on

5:30 to 8:30 in the School of Com-
mmerce. No other information was avail-
able, so you can assume by

want anyone else. The other is a

beginners, not a great distance for those of you with cars, is

sponsored by the Aquila Club, a

senior organization that has had an

affiliated with the Swedish Charitable Society

for African Children. This mixer is

mentioned, the club's proposer

found raising, so there will likely

be a change. The dance is at the

Viking Club. There will be Such

movies and American dances.

Buton University will have

an all-university mixer this Friday

at the School of Public Communi-
cations, 644 Cambridge Street,

at 8:00. All info is a

supposedly for BU students, Tech

are generally welcome.

That about covers this week. With more school open-

ings and other getting better organized, one should

be looking ahead.

Chez Laurenne

Two Tech mixers, Garland, BU

stand out from general confusion

Confusion runs rampant at

Boston Tech's mixer this time

week. It appears that the mixer information

exists in the mixer itself. Dormitory social club

mixers and other college mixer infor-

mation were more likely to invite if YOU knew any

rumors their girls could adjust.

As it is, however, since a few schools have emerged from the

dust, a Schedule enough to start thinking about

girls meeting.

This Friday the IDC, coming to

the rescue of the dandiest tech

image,' is holding a mixer in the

Memorial. Admission is $1.00

for freshmen, although tickets to all

are supposed to be available

in 10 buildings this week. If

feature Richard Martineau.

Copeing with IDC is Burton

Society LaBreche, an Acquain-
tance Dance? on

on the strength of a

suit and a

ed hearts

o show

ment of the first tourna-

tments for

atty of pay-

ments for

AII

Kibitzer

By Allen Blansky

The MIT Bridge Club

sponsored an under-

take the "Acquain-
tance Dance?" on

5 to 12 Friday. Admis-

sion is 50 cents.

The results: One freshman
team took first place.

The Club team consisted of the pairs Shanty-Skely and the

unknowns. For $1.00, you can

become a member of the Bridge Club and

ex para-elite. Female members are up to the

individually. He may

be a pre-med student. Awareness

of the variety of careers, and the realization of the

importance of individual accomplishment will help

the student to create his own 'MIT image.'

probably freshman comes to

MIT with some idea of the Tech 'image.'
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keeping could be appropriate. It is now

within the powers of the Finance Board to

not require presentation of any

necessary for exploitation, irresponsibility,
or petty politics. The annual turnover

of extension groups have been offensive to stu-
dents and administration alike.

Of course, around the campus there are plenty of images to conform to —

fraternity images, activities images, polit-

cal images, etc. The student himself will

provide the key to success at any

particular man. Recent magazine at-
ttempts to classify all MIT students under

one heading have been offensive to stu-
dents and administration alike.
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